WENTWORTH 2
Making the Most of Your Potential

what is it?

Wentworth 2 is a powerful training course designed to
accelerate the development of key managers to a degree
that could otherwise take many years of daily work experience.
As it builds on our stage 1 work it is only open to people who have
already been on Wentworth 1 or a Wentworth in-house course.

After the course, participants can expect to be better leaders,
because they will be:● More aware of themselves and their impact on others.
● More able to release their personal charisma and inspire others.
● More confident and influential.

outcomes

● More likely to speak up and challenge.
● More likely to get things done (even by challenging the rules).
● More clear about their personal blockages and barriers.
● Better able to delegate and develop their staff.
● Better able to manage under pressure and stress.
● Happier.
(They may also have unlocked a part of
themselves that they never knew existed).

format
There are two formats:1) The flagship public course, subtitled
"Making the Most of Your Potential",
which is run as two 5-day modules,
one in spring and one in summer.
2) In-house programmes specifically designed
for organisations wanting to accelerate the
development of a group of managers, which
often run as one 5-day course.

methods
We use a wide variety of activities to generate learning
opportunities. They are participative, challenging, and unusual.
The methods fall into two categories, working simultaneously over the duration of the course:● Exposure to activities which take participants out of their comfort zone and into realising they can
do things they would never have believed they could.
● In-depth exploration of behaviours and attitudes which have come to block and inhibit natural talents.
Our approach to advanced leadership and personal development is quite consciously holistic.
We work on all aspects - mind, emotion, body and spirit.
We work mostly indoors, but have several significant periods of outdoor activity. We limit the
numbers to a maximum of 12 participants per course.

who for?
The course is designed for people who have the potential
and the desire to develop further.

ORGANISATIONS tend to sponsor:● People who will rise above their current level, and will
get there quicker with the help of this course.
● People with obvious talent who perform inconsistently,
or have gone off the boil.
● People on a fast-track
development route.

INDIVIDUALS also push to get
themselves on the course:● To release something they know is inside.
● To grow their outer confidence to match their inner belief (or vice versa).
● Because they have heard great things about it from previous participants.

Other
information
As these advanced courses are very challenging, you cannot make an
automatic booking, so please call us to talk first. Dates, locations and
fees are available on our website, or by request.
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